Terms of Use
Ten simple rules to stay good friends with us

Let us all keep our cool

The rijo Website and teribloG are noncommercial information services. This principle is a
indispensable prerequisite for the institutions and individuals that entrusted us with texts and
photographs. At the same time we are investing quite an amount of time, work and money
into both. For these reasons our visitors are required to accept the following terms of use:

1.

Any part of rijo and teribloG including the design and the code is protected by German
copyright law indifferent of the respective regulations in the visitor’s country. By displaying the copyright mark © this protection is extended explicitly to the USA.

2.

Basically, the utilization, in particular the downloading of any part of rijo or teribloG
(indifferent of the file’s format) is legal for private purposes only; any kind of publication
is depending upon our prior consent. This explicitly applies also to commercial and publicly financed media.

3.

We categorically reject the use of our texts and the information contained as the result of
our research, photos, graphics, link lists or designs for any commercial publications, in
particular commercial websites and research, book, broadcast or video projects obviously
intended to gain profit from them.
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4.

According to German copyright law our prior consent is not necessary for linking rijo or
teribloG to other sites and brief literal quotations highlighted as such by common standards.

5.

We explicitly encourage the use of our material in schools, universities and adult education as long as the mentioned legal framework is observed. For such and comparable purposes we are willing to make available printable versions of the PDFs displayed online
(see imprint for contact information). In case the contents of our website are utilized for
own projects, the obligations of the user are settled by delivering a specimen copy to us.

6.

Any violation of our copyright and our farer reaching rights as the originators of rijo and
teribloG in all of their components, which are our intellectual property, will be prosecuted by any legal means anywhere (every homepage has an identifiable IP address). Be
assured: We mean it because we tend to take unfairness somewhat personally. If you still
do not believe ask us for a list of people we already made pay for their misdemeanor.

7.

These terms of use are considered to be accepted even though the visitor has not read
them for reasons of his or her own negligence, because they are easily accessible.

8.

We reject any legal liability for the contents of sites linked to ours.

9.

Please do not consider these regulations to be harsh. We do not ask for your money, but
for some fairness. The only alternative is to cease our services.

10. Only a fool considers himself to be smarter than other people.
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